COP 4516 Spring 2018 Week 2 Individual: Greedy (Solution Sketches)

Balloons
Sort by DIFFERENCE in distance of the balloons from A and B, with larger distance going first. So say team1 is 10 away from A and 50 away from B, this comes before team2 which is 1000 away from A and 990 away from B. Basically, since all teams get balloons, if team1 gets a balloon from B, that’s 40 more than optimal while for team2, getting a balloon from A is only 10 more than optimal. So, sort in this order, then give priority to the teams in this order, getting them all balloons from the shorter location. If at any point balloons from one location run out, hand out all other balloons for the remaining problems from the place that has balloons.

Fruit
For each i, calculate \( \text{ceil} \left( \frac{\text{sum of fruits sold first i days}}{i} \right) \). At the very least, you need that many fruits each day to make it through day i with fruit. Of all of these values over all possible i, take the maximum. Then, rerun the simulation getting this many fruits each morning and store the maximum ever leftover...Example: 3, 8, 2, 5, 4, 6. Fruits needed for day 1: 3, for days 1,2: 6, days 1,2,3:5, days1-4: 5, days1-5: 5, days1-6: 5. Max is 6. Now simulate: day 1 left with 3 fruits (6-3), day 2 left with 1 fruit (3+6-8), day 3 left with 5 fruits(1+6-2), day 4 left with 6 fruits (5+6-5), day 5 left with 8 fruits (6+6-4), day 6 left with 8 fruits (8+6-6), So most you ever store is 8.

Polling
Keep a HashMap String->Integer of name to # of votes. Then, go through each key in the HashMap (use .keySet()) and create person objects you put in an array and sort by most votes, breaking ties by name. Then output the maximum set of names...Lots of different ways to do this one. Key is to do O(lg n) or better individual operations.

Violin
Keep track of which fingers are down. At first none are. When asked to put a finger down, lift all fingers above it first. Then, if necessary, place the finger down. The previous finger down tells you the highest finger currently down. If the next finger is higher, you just put that down. If it’s lower, you do what I said above.